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THE ABSENCE OF THE LIGHTEST ELEMENTS IN THE
SUN
Since the liberation of energy through the three types
of reactions discussed above begins at a comparatively low
temperature, we should expect that, at the central solar
temperature of 20 million degrees, the subatomic energy
would flow out at quite fantastic rates. Indeed, if, with the
present temperature, there were any appreciable amounts
of the lightest elements in the solar interior, the liberated
energy would cause a terrific explosion of the Sun. We
must conclude, therefore, that these "dangerous" elements
are absent from the solar interior, and that, if there were
any in the earlier stages of evolution, the Sun must have
exhausted them completely in that distant period of its his-
tory when its central temperature was much lower than
it is now.
The analysis of the solar spectrum does seem to indicate,
however, that a certain small amount of lithium, beryllium,
and possibly boron is still present in the solar atmosphere.
The presence of these elements in the earth also suggests
that they must have been present, at least in the outer
layers of the Sun, at the time when our globe was sepa-
rated from the central body. But even on earth these
lightest elements are relatively scarce (as may be seen from
Figure 39), and this supports the conclusion that they dis-
appeared early in the history of the world.
Incidentally, these differences in chemical composition
between the interior and the outer envelope of our Sun
also involves 7-ray emission and yet is the fastest of them all. The point
is, however, that in this case the high penetrability of the nuclear barrier,
due to the small electric charges, overcompensates for the low probabilities
of 7-ray emission. If the D-H reaction could go on without radiation, it
would be millions of times more probable than it actually is.

